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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To make a resource allocation

plan at a high speed by preparing a step where the identifier

of each node is changed and given between the nodes to

which the same resources cannot be allocated among those
nodes corresponding to each job to have different identifiers

among the nodes.

SOLUTION: A graph conversion means 1 1 produces the
graph data 3 showing the relation between jobs to which the

same resources cannot be allocated based on the job data 1

and the resource data 2. A searching range change means 1

2

registers or changes a part where the color sorting i.e., the

allocation of resources is performed as a searching range in

the data 3. A graph condensing means 1 3 condenses the
redundant part of a graph according to the characteristic of a

problem. An initial color sorting means 14 sets a color at

each node of the graph as an initial state. A graph color

sorting means 1 5 changes the color of each node so as to

avoid the adjacent nodes of the same color. A plan

conversion means 1 6 converts the color sorting result of the

data 3 into a resource allocation plan. A plan change means 1 7 manually changes a plan according to

the characteristic of a problem.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.
**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]A method of assigning resources repeatedly used to two or more work, respectively,

comprising:

A step which gives the 1st relation between nodes which cannot assign the same resources

among between nodes corresponding to said each work.

A step which gives the 2nd relation that considers that between nodes which can assign the

same resources is one node.

A step which gives an identifier of a kind of number according to the number of resources to

each node after giving said 2nd relation.

A step which changes an identifier of each node so that it may become an identifier which

differs in between nodes which had said 1st relation.

[Claim 2]A step which evaluates the resource allocation plan concerned after changing an

identifier of each node so that it may become an identifier which differs in between nodes

which had said 1st relation, A resource allocation method according to claim 1 providing further

a step which asks for two or more evaluations of said resource allocation plan, and searches

for a resource allocation plan with a sufficient evaluation value.

[Claim 3]A method of assigning resources repeatedly used to two or more work, respectively,

comprising:

The 1st step that gives the 1st relation between nodes which cannot assign the same

resources among between nodes corresponding to said each work.

The 2nd step that gives suitably an identifier of a kind of number according to the number of

resources to each node after giving said 1st relation.

The 3rd step that changes an identifier of each node so that it may become an identifier which

differs in between nodes which had said 1st relation.
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The 5th step that returns to the 4th step that evaluates the resource allocation plan concerned,

and said 2nd step, gives again suitably an identifier of a kind of number according to the

number of resources to each node after giving the 1st relation, and makes the 3rd and 4th

steps rerun.

[Claim 4]A method of assigning resources repeatedly used to two or more work, respectively,

comprising:

The 1st step that gives the 1st relation between nodes which cannot assign the same

resources among between nodes corresponding to said each work.

The 2nd step that gives an identifier of a kind of number according to the number of resources

to each node after giving said 1st relation.

The 3rd step that changes an identifier of each node so that it may become an identifier which

differs in between nodes which had said 1st relation.

The 4th step that evaluates the resource allocation plan concerned, and the 5th step that

changes a kind of identifier about arbitrary nodes among nodes to which an identifier was

given in said 2nd step, and makes the 3rd and 4th steps rerun.

[Claim 5]A method of assigning resources repeatedly used to two or more work, respectively,

comprising:

A step which gives the 1st relation between nodes which cannot assign the same resources

among between nodes corresponding to said each work.

A step which specifies a node of a range which should correct a plan among nodes after giving

said 1st relation.

A step which gives an identifier of a kind of number according to the number of resources to

each node of a range which should correct said plan.

A step which changes an identifier of each node so that it may become an identifier which

differs in between nodes of a range which should correct said plan.

[Claim 6]So that it may become an identifier which differs in between nodes of a range which

should correct said plan, A resource allocation method according to claim 5 characterized by

providing further a step which evaluates the resource allocation plan concerned, and a step

which searches for a resource allocation plan with a sufficient evaluation value which asks for

two or more evaluations of said resource allocation plan after changing an identifier of each

node.

[Claim 7]A device which assigns resources repeatedly used to two or more work, respectively,

comprising:

A means to give the 1st relation between nodes which cannot assign the same resources
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among between nodes corresponding to said each work.

A means to give the 2nd relation that considers that between nodes which can assign the

same resources is one node.

A means to give an identifier of a kind of number according to the number of resources to each

node after giving said 2nd relation.

A means to change an identifier of each node so that it may become an identifier which differs

in between nodes which had said 1st relation.

[Claim 8]A means to evaluate the resource allocation plan concerned after changing an

identifier of each node so that it may become an identifier which differs in between nodes

which had said 1st relation, The resource allocation device according to claim 7 providing

further a means to ask for two or more evaluations of said resource allocation plan, and to

search for a resource allocation plan with a sufficient evaluation value.

[Claim 9]A device which assigns resources repeatedly used to two or more work, respectively,

comprising:

1st means to give the 1st relation between nodes which cannot assign the same resources

among between nodes corresponding to said each work.

2nd means to give suitably an identifier of a kind of number according to the number of

resources to each node after giving said 1st relation.

3rd means to change an identifier of each node so that it may become an identifier which

differs in between nodes which had said 1st relation.

5th means to return to 4th means to evaluate the resource allocation plan concerned, and said

2nd means, to give again suitably an identifier of a kind of number according to the number of

resources to each node after giving the 1st relation, and to make the 3rd and 4th means rerun.

[Claim 10]A device which assigns resources repeatedly used to two or more work,

respectively, comprising:

1st means to give the 1st relation between nodes which cannot assign the same resources

among between nodes corresponding to said each work.

2nd means to give an identifier of a kind of number according to the number of resources to

each node after giving said 1st relation.

3rd means to change an identifier of each node so that it may become an identifier which

differs in between nodes which had said 1st relation.

4th means to evaluate the resource allocation plan concerned, and 5th means to change a

kind of identifier about arbitrary nodes among nodes to which an identifier was given in said

2nd means, and to make the 3rd and 4th means rerun.
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[Claim 1 1]A device which assigns resources repeatedly used to two or more work,

respectively, comprising:

A means to give the 1st relation between nodes which cannot assign the same resources

among between nodes corresponding to said each work.

A means to specify a node of a range which should correct a plan among nodes after giving

said 1st relation.

A means to give an identifier of a kind of number according to the number of resources to each

node of a range which should correct said plan.

A means to change an identifier of each node so that it may become an identifier which differs

in between nodes of a range which should correct said plan.

[Claim 12]So that it may become an identifier which differs in between nodes of a range which

should correct said plan, The resource allocation device according to claim 1 1 characterized

by providing further a means to evaluate the resource allocation plan concerned, and a means

to search for a resource allocation plan with a sufficient evaluation value which asks for two or

more evaluations of said resource allocation plan after changing an identifier of each node.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the lnvention]This invention relates to the resource allocation method for drawing up

or correcting the quota plan of resources, such as equipment, a necessary personnel,

materials, etc. required in order to do each work, to the given work group, and a resource

allocation device.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]A resource allocation device is a computer system which draws up

or corrects the quota plan of resources, such as equipment, a necessary personnel, materials,

etc. required in order to do each work, to the given work group. A resource allocation plan

satisfies constraints with various number of resources, affinities with work, etc., a certain

objective function is maximized or minimized, but it is called for that it is a good combination.

[0003]As an example of use of a resource allocation plan problem, there is a problem of the

crew operation plan in a railroad, a bus, and an express company or a vehicle operation plan

or a timetable creation problem. For example, in the vehicles employment problem in a railroad

company, work is operation of trains and work data is given in the group of a start station and

start time, and a destination station and the arrival time. Resources are vehicles which a

railroad company owns and the vehicle number was decided. In order to carry out operation of

each trains using a limited number of vehicles, it decides it to be a resource allocation plan

which vehicles to take charge of which operation. That is, it is equivalent to assigning the

vehicles used by the operation to each operation.

[0004]The typical constraints at the time of assigning resources (here vehicles) cannot be

assigned in the same resources as the work with which - working hours have lapped. Not only

the problem of a vehicle operation plan but this condition is generally constraints typical on a

resource allocation plan problem. Resources (vehicles) inspect for every - fixed time which
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cannot assign the same resources (vehicles) as two work from which the place which the work

(operation) before - finishes, and the place where the next work (operation) starts differ as

constraints peculiar to a vehicle operation plan problem in addition to this. Although those

resources cannot be assigned to the work applicable to passing during this period, there is.

[0005]ln order to make such a resource allocation plan, it is known that the technique of graph

coloring can be used. It is the technique of coloring each node so that it may become a color

with an adjoining node certainly different from graph coloring on the graph expressed by the

line which connects them to a node, and the example of research exists widely as a

classification-by-color problem of a map in the field of operations research.

[0006]ln order to solve a resource allocation plan problem by the technique of graph coloring, it

is considered that the work given first is a node of a graph. And between the nodes

corresponding to the work which cannot assign the same resources is connected with a line.

Thus, it classifies by color so that an adjoining node may not become the same color to the

created graph.

[0007]As the technique of graph coloring, the both sides of the algorithm which distinguishes a

graph by different color with to the minimum color number, and the algorithm distinguished by

different color with to the specified color number are known. The number of colors is equivalent

to the number of resources. When the number of resources is decided beforehand, it classifies

by color by the number, and it classifies by color so that the number of colors may be

decreased as much as possible to lessen the number of resources as much as possible. This

selection changes with character of the target field of the invention. - Assign a color first to

each node suitably as an initial solution as Step 1 in the algorithm of ** graph coloring. Next,

the node to which constraint violation has happened as Step 2, i.e., an adjoining node,

changes a node with many branches which are the same colors into a different color from the

node which adjoins the color of the node as much as possible. Adjoining nodes search for the

classification by color which becomes ** BE ********** by repeating operation of this step 2.

[0008]ln this way, the classification-by-color result of the obtained graph can obtain a resource

allocation planned result by reading in the form where the same resources are assigned to the

node of the same color.

[0009]As an existing example of the resource allocation plan using graph coloring. The

timetable creation problem of ******.
. There is a treated example. (A.Salazar,R.V.Oakford:A

Graph Formulation of aShool Scheduling Algorithm,Communications of the ACM,vol17,pp696-

698 (.)) 1974. In these examples, it considers that an experimental subject is work and it is

considered that the time limit which examines is resources. And the examination subject which

the same student receives creates the graph which expressed the constraints that it could not

carry out at the same time limit, in the neighborhood between nodes. When this graph is

classified by color with the smallest color number n, it turns out that BE ** which is n time limit
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can be examined by performing the examination subject which the same color divided and was
attached with the same time limit.

[0010]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the lnvention]By the way, there is the following problem with the

resource allocation device using the conventional graph coloring.

[001 1]The first, the number of work (the number of the nodes of a graph) with which the

structure of the graph became dense and which was inputted at the time [ the number ], and

when constraints (the number of the neighborhoods which connect between nodes) have

increased, it is the point that classification by color becomes very difficult in the technique of

the existing graph coloring.

[0012]Generally, in the graph created from the constraints in the work and the resource

allocation which are input data to a resource allocation device, many perfect subgraphs

(structure where same number as the number of colors of nodes have connection altogether

mutually) are contained in many cases. If it classifies by color with the existing coloring

algorithm, after coloring has advanced to some extent, the situation which other colors of all

the break and attach to the adjoining node will generate the portion of this perfect subgraph.

The procedure which chooses a suitable color at the above-mentioned step 2 at this time

becomes almost impossible, and it falls into the state where Step 2 is repeated infinitely

eventually and coloring is not completed.

[0013]The second is a point which cannot optimize a resource allocation plan. That is,

although the technique of graph coloring can be distinguished by different color with in the

number of the colors which distinguish a graph with the smallest color number, or specified it, it

cannot distinguish by different color with and a result can be obtained only briefly. Usually, it

distinguishes by different color with, and two or more combination should exist and the result

will need to search for the combination which makes the objective function which a user wants

the maximum or the minimum and which is distinguished by different color with, such as

assigning equalization of the work which each resources take charge of, and the work done

that each resources are their favorite as much as possible.

[0014]For example, if a crew operation plan is considered for an example, the operation plan

which becomes as uniform as possible in the total amount of the work which each crew does

will be called for. It is contents which cannot be expressed in a graph as the above-mentioned

constraints like the ability "not to assign the same resources as the work with which working

hours have lapped", and such optimization cannot be performed with the resource allocation

device which used graph coloring directly.

[0015]The third is the point that it cannot use for "the re-quota plan of resources" which is

responses-to-specific-circumstances type scheduling. When the resource allocation plan

drawn up in the past is selectively changed in the stage of operation, as the given constraints
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are satisfied, the re-quota plan of resources is the smallest possible change, and is correcting

other portions of a plan. Thus, coping with the contingency situation by the smallest possible

planned correction cannot carry out with the resource allocation device using the conventional

graph coloring.

[0016]The example of use of the re-quota plan of resources is "correction of a vehicle

operation plan." This is a problem on which the planned vehicle operation plan reexamines the

operation plan after a change accrual date when change arises according to an accident or

operation trouble. Generally, the plan after a trouble accrual date is not remade thoroughly, but

planned correction is made so that it may return to the original operation plan by the earliest

possible days. The convenience of a vehicles inspection is the main reasons, and this has

made beforehand the schedule of the inspection plan according to the number of miles driven

over the long period of time for every vehicles, and is because it is difficult to change this.

[0017]The purpose of this invention eases the burden which graph classification by color takes,

when the number and constraints of work which were inputted have increased, and there is in

providing the resource allocation method and resource allocation device which can accelerate

formulation of a resource allocation plan.

[0018]An evaluation value searches for a good plan efficiently, and another purpose of this

invention has it in providing the resource allocation method and resource allocation device

which can realize optimization of a resource allocation plan.

[0019]Another purpose of this invention is to provide the resource allocation method and

resource allocation device which can perform the re-quota plan of the resources which are

responses-to-specific-circumstances type scheduling.

[0020]

[Means for Solving the Problem]ln order to attain the above-mentioned purpose, an invention

of claim 1 and seven statements, When assigning resources repeatedly used to two or more

work, respectively, The 1st relation is given between nodes which cannot use the same

resources among between nodes corresponding to said each work, The 2nd relation that

considers that between nodes with clear assigning the same resources is one node is given,

To each node after giving said 2nd relation, an identifier of a kind of number according to the

number of resources was given, and an identifier of each node is changed so that it may

become an identifier which differs in between nodes which had said 1st relation.

[0021]By namely, a thing for which a graph is contracted when assigning the same resources

in an invention of claim 1 and seven statements, for example summarizes the nodes

corresponding to work which is known. When a number (the number of nodes of a graph) and

constraints (the number of neighborhoods which connect between nodes) of work to which

structure of a graph became dense and which were inputted at the time [ constraints ] have

increased, a burden which graph classification by color takes can be eased, and formulation of
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a resource allocation plan can be accelerated.

[0022]Further in an invention of claim 1 and seven statements this invention of claim 2 and

eight statements, After changing an identifier of each node so that it may become an identifier

which differs in between nodes which had said 1st relation, the resource allocation plan

concerned is evaluated, and it asks for two or more evaluations of said resource allocation

plan, and is searching for a resource allocation plan with a sufficient evaluation value.

[0023]Thereby, since two or more evaluation values can be obtained, an evaluation value can

search for a good plan and optimization of a resource allocation plan is realized.

[0024]This invention of claim 3 and nine statements is provided with the following.

The 1st step that gives the 1st relation between nodes which cannot use the same resources

among between nodes corresponding to said each work when assigning resources repeatedly

used to two or more work, respectively (MEANS).

The 2nd step that gives suitably an identifier of a kind of number according to the number of

resources to each node after giving said 1st relation (MEANS).

The 3rd step that changes an identifier of each node so that it may become an identifier which

differs in between nodes which had said 1st relation (MEANS).

The 5th step that returns to the 4th step (MEANS) that evaluates the resource allocation plan

concerned, and said 2nd step, gives again suitably an identifier of a kind of number according

to the number of resources to each node after giving the 1st relation, and makes the 3rd and

4th steps rerun (MEANS).

[0025]Since it is carrying out at a step which can obtain two or more evaluation values and can

moreover compute it efficiently, an evaluation value searches this invention of claim 3 and nine

statements for a good plan efficiently, and can realize optimization of a resource allocation

plan by it.

[0026]This invention of claim 4 and ten statements is provided with the following.

The 1st step that gives the 1st relation between nodes which cannot use the same resources

among between nodes corresponding to said each work when assigning resources repeatedly

used to two or more work, respectively (MEANS).

The 2nd step that gives an identifier of a kind of number according to the number of resources

to each node after giving said 1st relation (MEANS).

The 3rd step that changes an identifier of each node so that it may become an identifier which

differs in between nodes which had said 1st relation (MEANS).

The 4th step (MEANS) that evaluates the resource allocation plan concerned, and the 5th step

that changes a kind of identifier about arbitrary nodes among nodes to which an identifier was

given in said 2nd step, and makes the 3rd and 4th steps rerun (MEANS).
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[0027]Since it is carrying out at a step which can obtain two or more evaluation values and can

moreover compute it efficiently like the above, an evaluation value searches this invention of

claim 4 and ten statements for a good plan efficiently, and can realize optimization of a

resource allocation plan by it.

[0028]When this invention of claim 5 and 11 statements assigns resources repeatedly used to

two or more work, respectively, The 1st relation is given between nodes which cannot use the

same resources among between nodes corresponding to said each work, A node of a range

which should correct a plan among nodes after giving said 1st relation is specified, To each

node of a range which should correct said plan, an identifier of a kind of number according to

the number of resources was given, and an identifier of each node is changed so that it may
become an identifier which differs in between nodes of a range which should correct said plan.

[0029]ln this invention of claim 5 and 1 1 statements, a re-quota plan of resources which are

responses-to-specific-circumstances type scheduling can be performed by carrying out repeat

execution of the above-mentioned processing, changing a range which should be corrected

gradually, for example.

[0030]Further in an invention of claim 5 and 1 1 statements this invention of claim 6 and 12

statements, After changing an identifier of each node so that it may become an identifier which

differs in between nodes of a range which should correct said plan, the resource allocation

plan concerned is evaluated, and it asks for two or more evaluations of said resource

allocation plan, and is searching for a resource allocation plan with a sufficient evaluation

value.

[0031]Thereby, since two or more evaluation values can be obtained, an evaluation value can

search for a good plan and optimization of a resource allocation plan is realized.

[0032]lt may constitute so that a user may have the change-of-plan means provided with

change **********
for a resource planning quota plan with a plan [ to show a user a resource

allocation plan drawn up by a method of this invention, etc. ] display function. A user can add

edit now freely to a plan to have been created by this, and employment united with a user's

convenience can be performed.

[0033]When a user edits a plan, existence of violation of a condition is judged on a graph

which connected with a line between nodes corresponding to work which cannot assign the

same resources, and it may be made to notify a user.

[0034]lt may constitute so that it may have a means to make planned correction automatically

using a still more procedural correction procedure or a rewriting rule, to a result of having

performed resource allocation using the technique of graph classification by color. Thereby,

the quality of a plan to be generated can be raised.

[0035]This invention can be applied also to a recording medium.

[0036]Namely, a step which gives the 1st relation between nodes which cannot assign the
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same resources among between nodes corresponding to said each work when assigning

resources repeatedly used to two or more work, respectively, A step which gives the 2nd

relation that considers that between nodes which can assign the same resources is one node,

A recording medium possessing a step which changes an identifier of each node can be

provided so that it may become a step which gives an identifier of a kind of number according

to the number of resources, and an identifier which differs in between nodes which had said

1st relation to each node after giving said 2nd relation. In this case, so that it may become an

identifier which differs in between nodes which had said 1st relation, After changing an

identifier of each node, recording media providing further a step which evaluates the resource

allocation plan concerned, and a step which asks for two or more evaluations of said resource

allocation plan, and searches for a resource allocation plan with a sufficient evaluation value

can be provided.

[0037]The 1st step that gives the 1st relation between nodes which cannot assign the same
resources among between nodes corresponding to said each work when assigning resources

repeatedly used to two or more work, respectively, So that it may become the 2nd step for

which an identifier of a kind of number according to the number of resources is given suitably,

and an identifier which differs in between nodes which had said 1st relation to each node after

giving said 1st relation, The 3rd step that changes an identifier of each node, and the 4th step

that performs evaluation of the resource allocation plan concerned, A recording medium which

returns to said 2nd step, gives again suitably an identifier of a kind of number according to the

number of resources to each node after giving the 1st relation, and is characterized by

providing the 5th step that makes the 3rd and 4th steps rerun can be provided.

[0038]The 1st step that gives the 1st relation between nodes which cannot assign the same

resources among between nodes corresponding to said each work when assigning resources

repeatedly used to two or more work, respectively, So that it may become the 2nd step for

which an identifier of a kind of number according to the number of resources is given, and an

identifier which differs in between nodes which had said 1st relation to each node after giving

said 1st relation, The 3rd step that changes an identifier of each node, and the 4th step that

performs evaluation of the resource allocation plan concerned, A recording medium which

changes a kind of identifier about arbitrary nodes among nodes to which an identifier was

given in said 2nd step, and is characterized by providing the 5th step that makes the 3rd and

4th steps rerun can be provided.

[0039]Tetraethylpyrophosphate which gives the 1st relation between nodes which cannot

assign the same resources among between nodes corresponding to said each work when

assigning resources repeatedly used to two or more work, respectively, A step which specifies

a node of a range which should correct a plan among nodes after giving said 1st relation, A
recording medium possessing a step which changes an identifier of each node can be

http://www4.ipdl.inpit.gojp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje?atw_u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww4.ipd. . . 6/3/2008
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provided so that it may become a step which gives an identifier of a kind of number according

to the number of resources, and an identifier which differs in between nodes of a range which

should correct said plan to each node of a range which should correct said plan. In this case,

so that it may become an identifier which differs in between nodes of a range which should

correct said plan, After changing an identifier of each node, a recording medium providing

further a step which evaluates the resource allocation plan concerned, and a step which asks

for two or more evaluations of said resource allocation plan, and searches for a resource

allocation plan with a sufficient evaluation value can be provided.

[0040]

[Embodiment of the lnvention]Hereafter, an embodiment of the invention is described in detail

based on a drawing.

[0041]Drawing 1 is a block diagram showing the composition of the resource allocation

planning device concerning one embodiment. The device concerning this embodiment is

realized for example, on a computer, and each function of this device is realized by operating a

computer in the predetermined procedure stored as a computer program. However, it is also

possible to consider it as a dedicated device. The resource allocation planning device shown in

drawing 1 is provided with the following.

A graph transformation means 1 1 to create the graph data 3 which expressed the relation of

the work which cannot assign the same resources from the work data 1 and the resource data

2.

The search range alteration means 12 registered or changed in the graph data 3 by making

into a search range the portion which performs classification by color, i.e., assignment of

resources.

A graph contraction means 13 to contract the redundant portion of a graph according to the

characteristic in question.

An initial color division means 14 to set the color as an initial state as each node of a graph, A

graph classification-by-color means 1 5 to change the color of each node so that an adjoining

node may not become the same color, The plan [ to change the classification-by-color result of

the graph data 3 into a resource allocation plan ] conversion method 16, a change-of-plan

means 17 to change a plan with the heuristics or hand control according to the characteristic in

question, and the plan [ to evaluate the drawn-up resource allocation plan ] evaluation

methods 18.

[0042]Here, let the case where this device performs vehicles assignment of a train be an

example. However, this device is applicable to other natural systems.

[0043]ln this device, work is operation of trains and work data is given in the group of a start

station and start time, and a destination station and the arrival time. Resources are vehicles
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organization which a railroad company owns, and the number of organization was decided.

[0044]The purpose of a device decides which vehicles organization takes charge of which

operation, i.e., it is assigning the vehicles used by the operation to each operation. Suppose
that the working hours assigned [ whether it can do and ] to each vehicles as conditions for

resource allocation optimization, i.e., running time, are equalized.

[0045]Formulation of a resource allocation plan is performed in the procedure shown in

drawing 2 .

[0046]The work data in this example is shown in drawing 3 . It is shown in drawing 3 that work

of a total of 16 is in four days. For example, there is four work, 21-1, 21-2, 21-3, and 21-4, on

the 21st. By drawing 3 , one line shows one work, and the drawing position of a line shows
****** BE ********

Qf WQrk by jt The sjgn Qf the bQth ends of a |jne shows the p |ace which starts

work, and the place to end. That is, the work 21-1 is work which leaves A at inside on the

morning of the 21st, and returns to A at the daytime time. The work 21-2 is work which will

leave A at the afternoon on the 21st and is ended by B at night. The work 21-3 is work which

will leave B on the morning of the 21st and is ended by A at night. The work 21-4 is work which

will leave A at the afternoon on the 21st and returns to A at night.

[0047]The resource data in this example is shown in drawing 4 . It is shown by drawing 4 that

there is three vehicles organization, #1, #2, and #3.

[0048]Hereafter, the concrete procedure of the resource allocation plan creation from the 21st

by this device to the 24th is shown using the data of the flow chart of drawing 2
,
drawing 3 , and

drawing 4.

[0049]First, the work data of drawing 3 is changed into graph data (Step 21). The work of each

of the work data of drawing 3 is first expressed to this at the peak. This result is shown in

drawing 5 . That is, each work data expressed by the line is expressed with a node (peak),

respectively. Next, the two peaks (work) which cannot use the same resources (vehicles

organization) are connected with a line. For example, in a vehicle operation plan, "the

combination which is running at the same time", and "the combination which cannot use the

resources same on account of an origin and a last arrival place" cannot use the same

resources. Therefore, the peak which has these relation is connected with a line. The graph of

drawing 6 is obtained as a result. The characteristic in question of using this device can

constitute freely the conditions of the combination of work that assignment of the same

resources becomes impossible in this way.

[0050]Here, the portion surrounded by the dotted line of drawing 6 is explained. 21-2 and 22-1

are the adjoining employment which straddles a day, and since the end place B of 21-2 differs

from the start place alpha of 22-1, the same resources (vehicles) cannot be assigned. Since

21-2 and 21-3 are employment of the same time zone, the same resources (vehicles) cannot

be assigned.
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[0051]Next, this graph is contracted (Step 22). That is, employment with clear assigning the

same resources (vehicles) is summarized into one node. For example, in a vehicle operation

plan, the employment which cannot perform assignment to other organization from the relation

between a start place and an end place corresponds to this. For example, as for the

employment 21-2, an end place is B and the employment which will leave B on the 22nd of the

next day has only 22-3. Therefore, 21-2 and 22-3 need to assign the certainly same vehicles

organization. Then, these two nodes are summarized to one node. Thus, the result of having

performed the conclusion of 21-2, 22-3 and 22-2, 23-3 and 23-2, and 24-3 is drawing 7 . The

characteristic in question of using this device can constitute freely the conditions which

summarize a node in this way.

[0052]Next, an initial color division is performed on each peak of graph data with the color

number of the number of resources (vehicles) (Step 24). What is necessary is for a random

number just to perform this method. The result of having given the color suitably for each node

of drawing 7 by three colors of black, ashes, and white is drawing 8 .

[0053] Next, the color of the peak is changed so that the peak where graph data adjoin may not

become the same color (Step 25). Various methods are known and this method can be freely

used in the range which does not miss the purpose of this device. For example, "An

Application of the Lifespan Method to the Graph Coloring Problem, the Institute of Statistical

Mathematics joint report 53 - optimization: — Life SpanMethod of modeling, and algorithm

4", 105-137 and" (1994) statement - V:={Vr -, V
p
} = {node whole of a graph}

color(i): The number of the node to which the color m is assigned by the node which adjoins

the color C(i, m):= node Vi assigned to the = node Vi.

bad-degree(i): The number of the node of the same color that adjoins the =C(i, color(i)) = node

Vi.

LS(i): The lifespan of the = node Vi (integer variable which makes i an index)

LTmu(i, m): The number of times which changed the color of the = node Vi into m.

It carries out and is min-tabu-length as a parameter. : = positive integer constant max-tabu-

length : Larger positive integer constant alpha than =min-tabu-length : = when a positive

constant is given, An example of procedure which classifies by color in the color (the integer 1,

-, k) of k color is as being shown in drawing 9 .

[0054]The result of having classified by color by the procedure of drawing 9 is drawing 10 .

[0055]Next, matching of a color and resources (vehicles organization) is performed based on

the classification-by-color result of drawing 10 , and resource allocation plan (vehicle operation

plan) data is created (Step 25). The resource allocation plan (vehicle operation plan) obtained

from the result of drawing 10 is shown in drawing 1

1

.

[0056]Next, the resource allocation plan drawn up in the old procedure is evaluated (Step 26).

In this example, since equalization of the working hours assigned to each vehicles is the
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purpose, the variance of the total time of the work assigned from the 21st to each vehicles

organization of #1, #2, and #3 on the 24th is computed as an evaluation value to a plan. In this

example, it can be considered that the plan that this evaluation value is smaller is a more

desirable resource allocation plan (vehicle operation plan). The characteristic in question of

using this device can constitute the calculating method of this evaluation value freely.

[0057]When carrying out repeat execution of Step 25 from Step 23 in Step 26, a resource

allocation plan with the best evaluation value is held, the evaluation value of a plan to have

been created this time is compared, and a plan to hold is exchanged when improved.

[0058]Next, it is judged [ which ends formulation of a resource allocation plan / or or ] whether

it continues (Step 27). The method of judging an end is judged on the conditions of the time of

an improvement of the evaluation value by repetition no longer being found, when the number

of specification times repeats a series of procedures from Step 23 to Step 26 and an

evaluation value turns into below the value (or above) of hope. The characteristic in question of

using this device can constitute this end judging method freely.

[0059]When it is judged that formulation of a resource allocation plan is continued at Step 27, it

returns to Step 23. In Step 23, the color of the node of graph data is once erased and a

random number performs an initial color division. At Step 24, a graph is classified by color from

the result of a new initial color division. Since two or more kinds are possible as for

classification by color of the graph that generally all adjoining nodes become another color,

according to the result of an initial color division, Step 24 achieves different results.

[0060]The resource allocation plan currently held at Step 26 when it is judged as an end in

Step 27 serves as an output of this device.

[0061]Next, other embodiments of this invention are described.

[0062]According to this embodiment, the resource allocation plan is corrected. When a

resource allocation plan is changed selectively, as the given constraints are satisfied,

correction of a resource allocation plan is the smallest possible change, and is correcting other

portions of a plan.

[0063]Below, correction of vehicles assignment of a train is made an example. Like [ this

example ] the first example, work is operation of trains and work data is given in the group of a

start station and start time, and a destination station and the arrival time. Resources are

vehicles organization which a railroad company owns, and the number of organization was

decided.

[0064]The purpose of this device is for the planned vehicle operation plan to reexamine the

operation plan after a change accrual date, when change arises according to an accident or

operation trouble. The conditions of resource re-quota optimization are making planned

correction so that it may return to the original operation plan by the earliest possible days.

Formulation of a resource allocation plan is performed in the procedure shown in drawing 12 .
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[0065]Here, suppose that the data of the same drawing 3 as the first example and drawing 4

was given as work data and resource data as ON KADETA, respectively. Drawing 13 is an

original vehicle operation plan before correction.

[0066]ln the operation plan of drawing 13 , I think that vehicles exchange at a station etc.

occurred on the way since the accident etc. occurred on the 21st, and change of vehicles

employment occurred. As a result, each organization presupposes that it became different

arrangement from a schedule at the last time on the 21st. This change is shown in the column

on the 21st of drawing 14 .

[0067]ln the operation plan on and after the 22nd, trouble occurs to the investment return on

the 21st of drawing 14 . For example, although organization #1 will anchor by A the night of the

21st, the schedule on the 22nd is the employment 22-3, and this employment is the

employment which leaves B. Therefore, there is fault in this portion. In order to cancel such

fault, it will be necessary to correct the operation plan on and after the 22nd.

[0068] Hereafter, the concrete procedure of the vehicle operation plan correction on and after

the 22nd by this device is shown.

[0069]First, the work data from the 21st of drawing 13 to the 24th is changed into graph data

(Step 31). This procedure is the same as Step 21 in drawing 2 . This result is drawing 5 .

[0070]Next, the search range where the influence of planned correction reaches is set up (Step

32). An initial phenomenon (resource allocation), i.e., vehicles employment, certainly includes

the changed work (in an example, it is employment on the 21st) in this search range. A search

range is set up narrowly in the beginning. And it is investigated at a series of steps of the

following step 33 to the step 37 whether convergence of planned correction is possible only in

this search range. **** which failed in this extends a search range gradually until it is

successful.

[0071)Here, the day when employment change occurred, i.e., 21 days, and 22 days of the next

day are made into the 1st search range, and when you investigate whether convergence of

planned correction is possible only in this search range and it goes wrong at a series of steps

of Step 33 to the step 37, suppose that the range will be extended one day respectively. The

characteristic in question of using this device can constitute the setting method of this search

range freely.

[0072]By the following explanation, it considers searching for the ability of the search which set

up the target day on the 24th, i.e., planned correction to which the employment on the 24th

serves as as planned, to be performed.

[0073]Next, a node is summarized about employment with clear assigning the same resources

(vehicles) (Step 33). This is the same as that of Step 22 in drawing 2 . Next, the work data of

drawing 3 is changed into graph data (Step 33). This is the same as that of Step 21 of drawing

2. This obtains the graph data of drawing 6 . The node to which the same vehicles organization
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is assigned on the day which employment change produced, and the target day is summarized
to one. For example, in drawing 14 , since organization of #2 is used for the employment 21-4

on the 21st and organization of the employment 24-3#2 on the 24th is assigned in the plan,

these are summarized to the same node. Thus, "21-3, 24-1, 24-2", "21-4, 24-3", and "21-1, 21-

2, 24-4" can collect into one node, respectively. This result is shown in drawing 15 .

[0074]Next, an initial color division is performed on each peak of graph data with the color

number of the number of resources (vehicles) (Step 35). The original plan, i.e., drawing 14 t is

used for this method. By carrying out like this, it can expect that dissolution operation of

constraint violation will be performed only into the portion in relation to the place where a

change was made to the original plan, and correction of a plan can be pressed down to the

minimum.

[0075]The result of having assigned the color to the graph data of drawing 15 based on the

plan of drawing 14 is drawing 16 .

[0076]Next, the color of the peak is changed so that the peak where graph data adjoin may not

become the same color (Step 36). This method is the same as Step 25 in drawing 2 . The result

of having classified by color by the procedure of drawing 9 is drawing 17 .

[0077]Matching of a color and resources (vehicles organization) is performed based on the

classification-by-color result of drawing 17 , and resource allocation correction plan (vehicles

employment correction plan) data is created (Step 36). The resource allocation correction plan

(vehicles employment correction plan) obtained from the result of drawing 17 is shown in

drawing 18 . It is a portion which has change to the plan that the portion which required sha in

drawing 18 is original.

[0078]Next, it is judged [ which ends formulation of a resource allocation correction plan / or

or ] whether it continues (Step 37). The method of judging an end judges whether classification

by color was successful at Step 36. When classification by color fails in Step 36, it returns to

Step 32, and after extending a search range, a graph is classified by color. When classification

by color is successful at Step 36, the resource allocation correction plan obtained at Step 36

serves as an output of this device.

[0079]This invention is not limited to the above-mentioned example, and since it can change

variously and can carry out in the range which does not deviate from the gist, it includes other

examples which are illustrated next.

[0080]For example, the resource allocation plan and resource allocation correction plan used

as the applied object of this invention, As opposed to the work group which was not limited to

the vehicle operation plan of the train, but was given [ problem / the problem of the crew

operation plan in a railroad, a bus, and an express company, or a vehicle operation plan, or/

timetable creation ], The quota plan of resources, such as equipment, a necessary personnel,

materials, etc. required in order to do each work, is applicable to the computer system created
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or corrected.

[0081]Although the initial color division was performed using the random number in a 1st

embodiment and the original plan before correction was used for the initial color division in a

2nd embodiment by the initial color division means for example, For example, a genetic

algorithm given in "the volume for genetic algorithm:Japan Society for Fuzzy Theory and

Systems and Asakura Publishing" can be used. The list of NO 1 DO contained in graph data is

expressed as an individual of a character string, and this character string expresses the initial

color division to each NO 1 DO in this method. In an initial color division means by which the

genetic algorithm was used, a fixed number of populations are held inside an initial color

division means, it reproduces so that an individual with a high evaluation value which plan

evaluation methods computed can survive with high probability, and the regeneration of a

population is repeated by decussation between individuals, or operation of mutation.

[0082]The state where the resources were assigned to applicable NO 1 DO about the work in

which the hope about the resources assigned from a user exists beforehand by an initial color

division means, for example is colored, and it is made not to change the color of these NO 1

DO by a graph classification-by-color means. Thereby, a user can make some resource

allocation plans and the remaining portion can be created with this device.

[0083]lt is, even if it chooses the color exchanged by random numbers, for example in a graph

classification-by-color means in Step 94 in the procedure of the classification by color shown in

drawing 9 , and it is **. In this case, since that from which a classification-by-color result differs

is obtained with the value of this random number, the same classification-by-color result is not

necessarily obtained from the same initial state. Therefore, other resource allocation plans can

be obtained by performing Step 24 after Step 27 of the procedure of drawing 2 . In drawing 12 ,

after Step 37, Step 35 can be performed and other resource allotment correction plans can

also be obtained.

[0084]After changing graph data into a resource allocation plan or a resource allocation

correction plan by a plan conversion method, the change-of-plan means and procedure for

performing the change of plan of the portion it is better to make additional correction clearly

may be added. This means shows a user a resource allocation plan, and adds the display and

change-of-plan device with which a user can make manual correction freely. Or a plan is

corrected using the planned correction rule which the user set up beforehand.

[0085]Before the above-mentioned change-of-plan means changes graph data into a resource

allocation plan by a change-of-plan means, it may be placed. In this case, when it has the

display and change-of-plan device with which a change-of-plan means shows a user a

resource allocation plan, and a user can make manual correction freely, for example, It can be

verified by checking whether NO 1 DO which adjoins [ whether a manual correction which the

user made is violation of the conditions of resource allocation, and ] on graph data is changed
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into the same color, and the function which emits warning to a user at the time of necessity can

be added.

[0086]

[Effect of the InventionJAs mentioned above, according to this invention, when the number (the

number of the nodes of a graph) and constraints (the number of the neighborhoods which

connect between nodes) of work which were inputted have increased, the burden which graph

classification by color takes can be eased, and formulation of a resource allocation plan can be

accelerated (claims 1 and 7).

[0087]An evaluation value can search for a good plan and optimization of a resource allocation

plan is realized (claims 2, 6, 8, and 12).

[0088]An evaluation value searches for a good plan efficiently, and can realize optimization of

a resource allocation plan (claims 3, 4, 9, and 10).

[0089]The re-quota plan of the resources which are responses-to-specific-circumstances type

scheduling can be performed (claims 5 and 11).

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] lt is a block diagram showing the composition of the resource allocation planning

device concerning one embodiment of this invention.

[Drawing 2] lt is a flow chart which shows operation of the resource allocation planning device

shown in drawing 1 .

[Drawing 3] It is a figure showing an example of the work data concerning one embodiment.

[Drawing 4] lt is a figure showing an example of the resource data concerning one embodiment.

[Drawing 5] It is a figure showing the graph concerning one embodiment.

[Drawing 6] lt is a figure showing the graph concerning one embodiment.

[Drawing 7] lt is a figure showing the graph concerning one embodiment.

[Drawing 8]lt is a figure showing the graph concerning one embodiment.

[Drawing 9] It is a flow chart which shows an example of the procedure which carries out the

classification by color concerning one embodiment.

[Drawing 10] It is a figure showing the graph concerning one embodiment.

[Drawing 11] lt is a figure showing an example of the resource allocation plan (vehicle operation

plan) concerning one embodiment.

[Drawing 12] lt is a flow chart which shows operation of the resource allocation planning device

concerning other embodiments.

[Drawing 13] lt is a figure showing an example of the operation plan concerning other

embodiments.

[Drawing 14] It is a figure showing an example of the operation plan concerning other

embodiments.

[Drawing 15] It is a figure showing the graph concerning other embodiments.

[Drawing 16] It is a figure showing the graph concerning other embodiments.
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[Drawing 171 lt is a figure showing the graph concerning other embodiments.

[Drawing 181 it is a figure showing an example of the resource allocation plan (vehicle operation

plan) concerning other embodiments.

[Description of Notations]

1 Work data

2 Resource data

3 Graph data

11 Graph transformation means

12 Search range alteration means

13 Graph contraction means

14 Initial color division means

15 Graph classification-by-color means

16 Plan conversion method

17 Change-of-plan means

18 Plan evaluation methods

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

DRAWINGS

[Drawing 1]

12

[Drawing 2]

[Drawing 3]
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[Drawing 16]

[Drawing 17]
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Drawing 18]

[Translation done.]
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,

2 ©*ir y ^icfcv ^TWW^iStt-S-Sfrtfc / - K

o 5 Kfcov^TWJiJ^ioWBSrXJIU 9S

2
3R&m4<DXT'y7'*ftm?f£TtZ>m5<7)X<ryy'b
zMffi-rz^b zteWLb^z^mmv^xjiVk.

swa*fe* s / - Kra© 5 *>n vam&m v m
rsr *#-c#fcw-Krote*i©H««:i*fc*5;*

WISH l ©B8#Sr^7t-fr7t«©y- K© 5 fetfWSr^jE

cfc»©a«©i«s'j =f-^H^-rs^f?yt,

ft^j;5(-. ^y-h-nmm^mis.-r^^y^'b^

SftSRIS'J^tftSi K©«SU^Sr^?5L

5rt S:<l#«i:-t-5»*JS5|E*©*aR«a (9 ^T*-fe
[f»**7] «m©f^*(-*fUT^tv^ixiJftD3SLffi

WB4M^*i!:#*t?1-5 7 - KW© 5 *>P1 C»aR*» 9 S

St,
R C*«Sr« OSTSii: 5 J — KWSr 1 o© J
— Yb &te-rm 2©||#^fc*5?S3: >

StHB«2©B8*Srl«fc*fc*©#>'-KK*tU «^©

StllE^l©^^*^-^^/- KM;$5*ft5S8EU^ift5

i 5 (c, K©«J5iJ^Sr^Mt--5^St **#-f5

[ft*«8] *nE*i<©H««:fcofc/-KWa** ifc

SftBU^tftSi KcoWJJ^tKMUfc*
tc, ^«*««5arw-w«5SM5*fT5#«t, etna

fij 9 ySTffH£«SlW--5#l8:i: Sr ^ P> IcJWi-r5 r. t $r

¥fWt.b-rZ>ft&J%. 7|E«©SfJ!SfiJ >9 ^T^«,

*5tv -s»as 9 ar ^mm.x $>or

,

«WB#«s*fc*N£-*-3 /- KW© 5 fcW CWHSrtd "9 S
r b ftVNy - KWtr* l ©BB«Sr^7t*s^

1 ©fit,
HtrSE^ 1 ©IB#£#fc*fc«©3-/- Ktc^U, SF31©

mi-J^ Dfc&©«3I©*3iJ^-Srj£^ 2 ©#

l©IS^&tofc/ - KW^** SffitSU^ t ft5
±51-, #7-K©MfcBiJ^^3E-f-SB3©^ai:,

bo ^^SS^fJ^STft-WrofPffiSr^ff 5^4 ©f®t.
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-K»U «M©&»~JfcCfc?!fc©«^©SfcSiJ^£f?*

C
[ft#*10] **<Of^3ltt»L-C-tn-?nH*)iSL

*ftiB#f^m(-*tJ!S-ra y - km© 5 *>m t 9 us

i ro^j&i:,

mrlE» 1 ©M#«r#fc*fc«©#/- KK*rU ftUO
mu& vt£$t<Dmm<vmifr&ttj3--tan 2 ©#a t

,

fltneg 1 ©w«& h ofc/- Kiwa« smbu? t &a

*5IMHMH "9 m Tff-H©ffF« 5 IS 4 ©3M8: t %

MIElS 2 ©#»K:*si^TWW^astt* ;* ftfc /- K© 5

^ffit© /- KfcoV^TWW*©«*fc*JEU «3».
VIS4 ©#aSrS*fTS*5IK5 fcJUtfa r

«f«B#^3H^»JE£:-r5 / - KIB© 5 fePI CMISr* 9 £
T5rt*s-e^/«cv>/-KMt-mi©B8«S:^it*5^
Si:,

Miens i ©B8#sr^fc-«rfc^©y - k© 5 hnmzfeiE

W3StfW^iEi-'<#ttH©«-y-K^*fL, *M©m

MSattH^E-T^tttiB©/- KIBjSSJKcSWW^ t
*5±5l^ ^-/-K©StSiJ^5ragJg-t-a^tSr*#
-Ta r i i -Ta SIMf") 9 SXSEC
[»*Hi2] ffifeffW£«nE^t«&ffl©/-KfW
tfJIftaWSiJ^&a i5fc> #/-K©WM?-MaE

WIE»«*J 9 MS T§Wcoff«****tf>, l¥«tt©&v *

[0 00 1]

• • «W^if©*M©*'J9 STf^-p^^f^^iEfcav^^i

4*jE-t-afcae><©**« 9 ^-c*«feat«Mi* 9

[0 0 0 2]

• *«-fc^©MW>*>J MSTffW-Hfr&fcav^lt

4

[0003] ^mm 9 S Tt«lia*©fUfl30ll t LTtt,

mm. • • 3ias*tt^*j»t*jR»jiafflw-s^**«iMi

wnmnx-h 9 , m&m MtemMtmmm. mmm

x&*(DPm<nmn&&n-rz>tcit>^ unmffi&zo

L"C ^©5Sfi:-Cttffl-f-S*W«r#J9S-C5r ttcffi^

[0004] mm trfJ9^raiS©jil

• f^|^|HiJMJfcoTV^5ff|)|K|Rlt»«*Wija-C5

-cfo^o £©*#tt, *waiffl^Pi©rajB©*j&e>T,

• m^m mm amt>zmmt#i<ottm mm ©
tt*S»3fa»JI**±5*2o©fP3IHc|RlU»« (*

4'l±ii ;fT(c^^-t-5^{c^©S»Mtr«'J OSTSitli

30 [000 5] r©i5^«^#J9STtfjli^5yu

c:«)

3X7^^5 / - KdS^-f

gij©fejc^^,j; ptc#y— Klcfe*oitS^&-Cfc9,
t^v-^ayx- y ^©#ireiteH©£,#ttra®

[0 0 0 6] »^]9aTtfiIiraM^^97*9-y ^
?<D^mxM< tibiae ^-r-^-x.^iifti^m^^y^

©± 5(-bT^Lfc^77(^LT, gis-ray-

K

[0 0 0 7] ^77*7-P^O#StLttt 1 */h

©fem(-^57Sr^9^itar/w^y XAt, jgjfeufc

9 a TA'rf y XA©^^-/4S*g fcht v
^ So

*oTV^a^tt•;e©®:-efeWSr^TV\ SFJ!S©^Sra

*S« * < bfcV^-g-ttfe©^ S: W5I5a« it/> ft <

ftaj^scfefrit^tf 5„ w©jia«*f*t-t-afijffl5)-

so JJ©ttStKJ:9J%&a. -)KWft^97*9-y
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^rro y- K 5 tdttmm-rz S-Yb (2JI

[0 0 0 8] r 5 LT#P,nfc^9 70fe^(ti^*{4,

[0 0 0 9] ^?:7#9— !J^«rJ^fcJfiWH&l!IT
W-pB»fE#Wlt LTttMloi^lBWf^j*IBjB«r*oyt«
/5s fc<5 (A. Salazar, R. V. Oakford:A Graph Formulation

of aShool Scheduling Algorithm, Communications of t

he ACM, vol 17, pp696-698 (1974)) „ ^.flb<DMX\t.

fc-r. ^ut, iRic*ft*Jgit5»«»atti3*i:i*is

[0 0 10]

[0 0 11] ?yyo>Wlkfr®K.t£'>1tb%,

[0 0 12] Jf*t»9 STlMN:»-*-$A;*7?*

r©fc#l£, ±ffiXxy:/2Tig«ftfe£S^f^£^

[ooi3] JR-Hc, *awWDarW-wo«iifl:*tfT*.

sfc'ttw t> a-cs* t\ wu#iw**-« 1 tonics*

[0 0 14] fctxtf. *^S»fflffPISr^ll'#^5

rmm*iw*J**o-cv^sf^)i^imtjiiR4r«5S-ca

[0 0 15] J&Htt, mfSI»^^^-9^T?

mx&z 0 saiosfj^STtfmttt, a*^/«Lfc

[0016] mm<Dwm <o ^xnmvmmmiz r*mm

I-, &.&<Dmffmm*fLW.-rmMX$>Zo -

[0 0 17] *38W<OBWtt, AA3*bfcfls*«>*i:WI

[0 0 18] *^^oM{csij(Dg«jti N ffHK«*sav>fr

5 w t ICfo^Jo

40 [0 0 19] ^BJWMlCglJCDgWti, *tJ51*r^McO^

^v?i- y i^-cfc5 W»J •? s-c«-w*ff 5 r. t

[0 0 2 0]
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-r«2(Dgg#^»fc*, IWE* 2 OBB«Sr»fc*fc||©
**©Wu£fcfc*©*S©WM :fft'

[00 2 1] -f-fcfr^ IS*^ i , 7 |Bft©»W-Ctt,

[0 0 2 2] m**2, 8|B*©*»Wl±* JEfc,

7»«©*WK*5V^, IWEJ&1 ©»««:*> ofc

/ - KM****SWBWi48±5K, #7- H©*9J

l\ IWEWi«9S-ClfB©W««r«»*», fF«fi©

[0023] rwao, IfoSiMHSrt^
#3©-?, fHMfc9<Av^afr«»lt-T*#, *W*l0MiT

[oo24] m** 3 , 9 cto*»9!ft, mmvftm
KM LXZti^tim *> £ L«b*b5 J 5 ST 5 IR

?rt as-c*&w- KW^» l ©BBffSr*»fc*aS5

1

mmztt5--rzm2(DX7y7° (#«) umbjisi©

BBflSfc t>o fc /- KM#J|ft5 t ft 5 i 5 , «•

y-K»ltgiJ-f?r^M'r^»3to^'r-jx7' t.

a) «b, waBM2<Dx?y7\cmv* %u<Dm&*ftti
*fc«©#y-Kii»u jw©»^£**©«*©

[0 0 2 5] st*«3, 9IE«©*^PJ-t?li, «!&©W

[0026] n*m.4,io e*©43shm:« temnrt

mkm lt^en 9s 6*m&#j 9 ax3

«5rt *W- Kffflt-H 1 ©BWRS:***:** JR

l<r>*7sr7 (#») t. HtllE^l©BI#SrSFfc-frfc^

^t6i2©^ry7' (#a) lHjgES! 1 ©BB#

S^fil^TfiMi^Wffi^ffpSfM©^^ (*«)

- K© 5 Affile©/- Kirov ^-atSiJ^SffiSr^H

U ||3Sl>?^4CD^.7i 5'7
,,

Sr^!fT^-ti:5^5rc>^v1

(#a) fcSrJMHi-*.

[0027] »**4, i osd,m<v*&wx'te, ±mt

[0 0 2 8] W*3l 5,11 |E«©*5&Wtt, «&©#

m\-, tm4nemizMi&T& ; - kw© 5 *>i^ c*a§c&

te5rta^#ftW-KIW-S&l ©»«£#*:*, flft

1 ©HWSr^-ft-fcH©/- K© 5 *>tfWSr«EjE+

©«•/- Kt^L, ^agro^icjscfciicwaacDitsij^

^#^-L, fl9ffifhWSr«FjE-f-^#|5IB©y-KIW*s||ft

[0 0 2 9] ff*Jl 5,11 IBtS©**BJ-Ctt, #!l^fi

[0 0 3 0] fS*3S6, 1 2fS4fe©**^tt, MJC, M
*«5, 1 l|E*gO^?^(c*3V^T, WIEtflliSrtfjE-r^

SttH©/- KMtfUfcSMiJ^kfc* J:

K©«8'J^Sr^MUfc«^, ^^»jSfiJt)S-CffPi©W

«^fifv^, mtfrmmm i)%xmm<DWffizm%t$.ft. w

[0031] rwa?, ««©ffMMt*»arfc«»-c

W-W©*lfl;!9S|Ol$ix*.

[0 0 3 2] ft*J, *|8W©*«6<»-Cf^J«UfcJI«i!l9

M^aSr#i-5«t5fc#^UTt)mv\ wHtci«9.

[0 0 3 3] flJffl#^ff®Sr«B*Ufct§ri-, |fl

- K©n*«l-WttA/«^9 7©±-e*flTtR©*-*l«: sW

[0034] je(c, y7-7&wn^m&@im^x&m

{cfi
; 5#aSr#x5J;5t-«fiKL'Tt ±v\ ;Wi±

[0 0 3 5] IE4S^«ctiSffl-t-Sr

so [00 3 6] -Ttetllb, &&<DftmKtt \,X*fr?tim
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*?S£#J DSt«:i 57- KM* 1 oo;-K

Sc»«ScDiaSiJ^*#^-t-5xx5'7p
i:, ttflBglcoH

t o 7- Jlfc 5WW* * 4 5 =t 5 tc,

mt-rz. um.mte*mm-*im-?ihz>» m
IE* 1 <£>H#£ t>o fc 7 - KWtfJIfczm%& £ fc Z i

offMSSr****^ W«lt©J^*JR»9SiiTW-Si*:

[0 0 3 7] «|!ccD^DH-*f LT-t*ve*lJfc <0 51 L«E*>

*ts***«>) at sunn, tfris^jd^m-f-sy-
KWJ© 5 *>l^ C*?!££*J t> ST 5 r t few - K

BBH:JBi©BB««r*/t*5iKl©^^y^'i:, ffiCftl

Btff2m2©^7t
s'7

ptM9, JK l ©BB«Sr»fc*
fc«©#/-Ktt*ru *«©*Kl£:Cfe*©««©»

[0 0 3 8] *jft©«s*te*t L-C-tft-tfhJI 9

KB© 5 *> Rl C*8&&#J t) ST5Ii:^T?t4W- K

iifflHMtofc/- Kiwas*fezm^ t fe Z X 5

'

«*«W*)aTW-W(Z>IMiitfi 1 5Jll4©^yy^ ,

i, M

RtfjR 4 <dxT v -f SrWUtT $*5^ 5 <D* °r y 7° t &
Mrffi-rzz tzmmt-rz, %mmft.*m&*im-z&>

[0 0 3 9] m.&<OfmizM^T*:tl?ti»*)MVtiib

KW(0 5^RC*SSiSr#JtiST5r £#T?#feW-K
IBlc*l(DBB«Srl*fc**yy^

,

4:, flffSEffc 1 ©B8«Sr

i0

fl--*-*-**^*:/*, flfrSBtfWSrlfcE-^tttBW-

m9.-rzxTy-7k*Msffi-rz~ tzmmt-rz, mm

Kowjij^tasHu^K, att*jn««ja-cffB©w

mm^imx^z.
[0 0 4 0]

[oo4i] hi te-zmmn^mzmmm *> mxmm

1 bVtWc?—9 2*»fe, W—*jRSr«5S-CSr t^s^

^77^gi 1 1, y^??—* 3©tf»-cfe^t-r

*>SV^H:**i-5**«ffl*!5#«l 2 t, R9H©#tt
tC/SCT^9 7©5C*»4)-Sr*WWZ 7? yfflh^®. 1

5w»fe^it^ia: ut, psrrs / - Kaspi—fwc*

15i:, sfyy?-? 3<7)fe^ltiisSmSr*aRfJ9 3rtf

[004 2] rrt, *16K*J5«*©*Pi« ?» 3T SrtT

[0043] *s?«-cti, f^at t t±5>j*©«T-e*> t)

.

[0044] ^b© s if<DmmnfiL&WWn*:
te^-f-z z. -rtet>ib, &*<nmn^tti-x,

[oo45] Kagfij 9 ^-cw-wof^riittx la 2

so n-e^Tfctvs,
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[0 0 4 6] mz^rnKtenztt-My*-?*:^
•To 03f£f44 BWtCffH 6<Dtm&&5Z t&^-to
Wttt2 1Hll2 1- l, 21-2, 21-3, 2 1-
4©4o©f^H*J3b5. 03m — o©fE

-r. m<Dmm<Di&*ttjmi:mttrt-zwffib»T

-tZmffi&^-To -i-*t>*>. YfM2 1-1J4A&2 1 0

1-2(42 1 0O«iBff^ASrHWLr«^Bt»i|»Ti-
5f£*T?*>S. 1-3(12 1 B©«t~B£W3§L
*ICAt?<*Ti-«f^lltt?*>5. fNt21-4(4 21B©

[004 7] B4JC*«K*irt5Wl7*--*S:*
T. H4-CI4#1, #2, #3©3o©*flf»*as*>3

[004 8] £1T, |2©7D-ft- Mtft@3*3

[0 0 4 9] *i\ El 3 ©f^^'-?^7 77*-* (~

^ai-rs . rtucd, *-ria3cDf^ii

fife) «r*K5£i:s&*-CSfev*2o©ffijfe (fftl) Sr«n?«g

[0050] rr-e, 06co^j»-t?H*tbfclfp^(iov^

Tffe^-r^o 2 1 - 2 t 2 2 - lliHSr*fc^^g^g-r

Sifflt^o, 2 1-2©**T*t»rBi:2 2-li0W*&
»0fAas***fcftfcHJ-©JI« (*PD 14*1 9 ST^
BTt?$>5„ 2 1-2 t 2 1-3(41^1—co^FM#©3SfflT?

[0 0 5 1] iiict, r©i/7 7SriH|^-r^ (xry?2
2) „ -rtefrh. t*DST5:i*
HJP>*^£jlffli-ov^ri4—:>©/ — Kt£*i:«>£o tflx.

«*»6>, te©JlJfc~©*]D*!ST#^#fcv^MH±#r
JUiKS-fS. «ffl2 l-2tt»T»0f*SBT?
fc>9, S0©2 2 BtiBSrWie-f S3lffli4 2 2-3 L*>

fcV\, LftiSot, 2 1 - 2 t 2 2 - 3 »4&"f PJ C*pSi

»***!*> 13 -CS ^r"?, r©2o©/-
Ktt—o©/— HKSfci&S. r©4 5f-br, 2 1-
2t 2 2 — 3, 2 2-2i23-3, 23 — 2t24 —

3 ot !: »Srffofcift^H 7 fc*5, r©4 5

12

14»r4>9 t

[0 0 5 2] &tc, ^7 7x-^©«-H^lcS21 («
P5) ©jRCfeKcTyiBMfe^Wtfi 1

^ (Xf 5'/2 4) „

r©^(4W^{4SL^i-4oTfTX.(4J;v\ R, 6
© 3 fe-C?@ 7 ©£-/- KK3^K:ftfcortfc*f*8*BI 8

[005 3]fc ^77f-^OPgf5«M^-

io 2 5) . r©;tfffi(4, S*****fe*«*PfeixT33D,

So F!lx.(4, TAn Application of the Life Span Meth

od to the Graph Coloring Problem, ifcfcffl&SW^E^r*

Piy*-b53 r*j3fc : ^ir/v^DX^
4 J , 105-137, (1994) J |Ett©Life Spa

n MethodT?f4,

V: = {Vi, -, V n } = {/77©/-Ki«
color(i) : =y-KV i KfJlJ^Tb^fcfe
C (i, m) :=/-KVitJWt5/-KT?, fem

20 dS*J«J^TP>tfCV>5y— K©«fc.
bad-degree (i) :=C (i, color ( i ) ) =/— KV

LS (i) :=/-KVi©7-l'7^/'«y (i^-fyf
s^*t-r5S#£#)
LTM(i.jn) :

= / — KV i (D&Srm^K LfcH]

£ U /<7^-? £ LT,
min-tabu-length : =IE©!iE$C;©8c

max-tabu-length : =min-tabu-length 4 (9 7C# V^jE©

30 3I$:^8:

a : =IE©^$:
^^-Xfctttc, kfe©fe mmi, -, k) KfMJ>lt

[0 0 5 4] 0 9©^«S(c4i5fe^ttSrfTofc)te*dS|g

1 0t?fc5c,

[0055] Jfcfc, 010 ©67>«tifS*^S}-fe t

PBWBtrW) f-?Sr^t5 (^f 5'y2 5) . 01
ncmi o<oi»*a»&#6*tfcjt«*]*»aTtfw (*w

40 sfflffw)

[0 0 5 6] itt*-e©^)iit?fpfig,^nfcSfj!i*J

#<:W^*!t)^-C5f^*^W©¥SWb-6SB«J-Cfc5©
-e, # 1 , # 2 , #3 ©*Jh,«x0>*MI»*fc. 2 1H^

2 4 B (C*J t> s-c e>Hfcf^*©-g-fK^ra©^«cfissrW-

{4, *^BSr5fUffli-S^®©#ttt-4 *) Smi^mtfLXZ
50 5o
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[0 0 5 7] i£.it, XT-y7 2 6 t?tt, Xfy7'23i}>

[0 0 5 8] fcfc, *«t«DS-CW-piOff/«Sr»Ti-a

«£AT (*>3VSi£iLh) Mofctt, £fcf4ijftt)3gL

[0 0 5 9] ^^y7*2 7T?Jf«W9aTW-WOf^J«Sr

tt*r L v ^fjJWfi#rt ©*S**»^77 SrfT 5

.

-«^> BUSH" -5 7 - IW'<-C9J©fete:fc5 i 5

OfeSI^Ct, xryT'2 4ttJ*fcSi»6*Srttrt-.

[0 0 6 0] Xry7'2 7^fcl^TijitTi¥lJ#rL.;fc£:#

i^r- y 7s

2 6 Tffia»*nrv^5it«w •? mrn-w^

[0 0 6 1] ^nott®%jtiglttfrK9]'*-5.

[0062] r. (Dmmmm-vi^ mmm *> stu-w©^

[0 0 6 3] filTtli, ?U*C0WfiJf9 ^TcD^jE^J

ft**?*— s. *antt«at#ttassf*

[oo6 4] ro5^s©s«j(4, ^^tvTv^fcmwa

5„ **«9a-Cffl-B©f^rilH:, 0 1 2 i^-T#ffiT-tT

[0 0 6 5] r^TU A^x-^t LTI4, *IU^J
t in c0 3 *5 j; 4 cd^-* as**L-?Hf^fi9*—^ t

&Wcr—*k L.X^-7L(6fit^t-r^o is.1t. 013(4^

[00 6 6] 013 ©»atrafc:m*-Ctt, 21011*

24

tib-tZo r©^M£0l 4CD2 1 B©IlOTf„
[0 0 6 7] 01 402 1 BOjlffl*iat(C*|-LT, 2 2

B6AI*<&iIffltra-ettXI*;Wfc£i-3. fct*f4\

#Hi21B ©«(iAT?ff}fit5 2 2 B<D^^M
ffl22-3tibt), r©»Btt:Ba>&HHM-SMflltft

<z>£yttM&*Mm-rz>itib\z. 2 2 B^^oaffitf

io [0 0 6 8] SkT. *S1CJ;5 2 2 BWP*©*Waffl

[0 0 6 9] 4i\ 0 1 3 <D 2 1 B d>£> 2 4 B S"CCDf£

If-^^^7 77;-^[^*t5 (Xfy7"3 1) .

rcD^)II[40 2l^*5lt<5^7i yr2 1 £PJC-t?fc5 0 n

[00 7 0] &t£, ff-B^]E(D»#025.^^«BISO^
^srtT5 (^^32) „ ^<Dmmmm\ai. hjjh*

fe, oJ5*MII (SFM#Jf?ST) ^XHStvfcfP*
(HifeMtc*5V^«:2 1 B<omm) tti&-^«>5. *

20 fc, «SW6ffltt*&ftH:«<RJfe-*-a. *tT, KT©^
3/i^xf yT'S 7©-I©^fy7'T? < r©

[0071] rr-ett, «ffl^M^36£LfcB. -f-fefo

*>2 1 B tSB©2 2 B*rS&lli]@©#SS?*6ffli: U *
3/6^^7^ 5/^3 7©—5$CD^.7L

s/-7°-T?, r©

[0 0 7 2] KT©IftWCr± % ISB^24Bl:SSL
itmm, -rtefr-b 2 4 b ©afflas^^a u t ± 5 *

[0 0 7 3] jSfclC, ^#J»)^T5" fc

asWbd^afflJtov^TH:/— KSr* ktbZ (7ry7
3 3) o rtiti. 0 2(C*3lt-5^.Vi y7B

2 2

5. ftjc, 0 3©^Ir-^^^77f-^l^t5
(7f77"3 3) o B2©7fy7'2 1 £IrH3I

^TbttTv^y-K*—^(c^t*2)„ M*.r£, 01
4(-*5V^T, 2 10©Iffl2 1- 4|:|i#2©i^!)5«

2 4 B <7)«ffl 2 4 - 3 ^ # 2 OHA^t|-PrT*»tl

5o T2 1-3, 2 4- 1. 2 4-2J
T21-4. 24-3J T21-1, 21-2, 24-
4 J *5-tix-P*L—o©y— Ktc*t*5"
r©igmS:01 5^^-f-0

so [0 0 7 4] ^77r-^co^H^^Sfll
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^<D%m$, tecoh-h, 0144-^5. -5

[0075] @15©^7 7f-^l^gl 1 4 ©ffjiiSrS

[0076] sfyy^-znvm-rzmfoiim-

3 6) „ rcD^&tt, 0 2^*3tt5^xs'7'2 5 ilsJC

[0 0 7 7] 017 ©6#tti£*&*^fe£3^ (HEP)

mmmiEnm) 9*-* (^^3 6) . 0
1 8 1:01 7©^**^#btt7vc^#J i9ST«iEH-H
(*PHIffifjEIH) Sr^-fo HI 8^*3V^T»d««>*>

(fc £><>

[0 0 7 8] Jjclc, gpW 13 aT«ItW©^Sr»T
i-**»lilW-«*»oWiftfr5 (^f->7"3 7) . »t

J4, xf'7 7*3 2|:l^ «#«HSriS»f-Cd»fc^97

[0 0 7 9] ft*s, *S§IWI4, ±i£©3!Jfc0iJtcKg££*x

[0 0 8 0] *5SW©jgffl*f*fi5Sf«*"J?)

ST 4 U«3J«W 9 a -C*JEthW4, ?iJ*K>*i^3S

fflw-uKHtiautsavr, mm. • /<* • aa^ttKasw-a

<Dpi v ^Ttf^l^sr^^>sv^(4ttiEi-6t^l^ttl^^7iA

[oo8i] £fc, «fflte»rt#«-eHt, fSi

eoHifc^ljHJ:*5V^T{4a«:SrffiV^TlSDJWfe^tt4:fi
1V\

=?y x^^rfflv^-sr tsfts-efrSo. ^77

[0 0 8 2] iWJIMi^lt^atyB:, fUffl

[0 0 8 3] ^9 7fe^rt*am33V^-C
14, 0 9 dire Lfcfeft-ttO^Mlg+O;^ y7"9 4(C*5V^

-ca*TfSE*i-*fe«Wl-#-*J:5fcUT*>V\ r©4§

»feft*J:IilRfefcv\ lot, @2©¥)(|©^7y7*

v^T{4, ^ry^3 7(D«(^^x->7p
3 5 SrHtrLTfa

[0084] ftmmk^m^z.*) y?-??—?*:

W^3E£fT 5 fc*©W-B*JE#« t 3MK«r&bP L*Ct> 4

T, 3Wfl|#asiSt^jESr«A5*i5%i6«*5J:tmW

[0 0 8 5] ±eoti-W«K*«H:W-M*3E*«
30 (c4oT^5 7Tf-^$r»j!i#J9^TtfH(C^M-rsW

mmm\^um <o 3 -cw-bs:** LTfUffl## § *

[0 0 8 6]
40 [5IPJco^m] £Jl±©J:5t. *»WKiHHf, AA£

[oo8 7] *7t, mHt^Av^a^tR*-?*.
«5StrW-WOJKi<t^il**t6 (MM 2, 6,

8, 12).
[0 0 8 8] Mir, vmftPAv*M*3MiA<iBIC

so 3 , 4 , 9 , 1 0 ) „
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[0 0 8 9] Wfttt!&m<DXfri?~—})

5, 11).

\m i ] **w©-*»»«i-ff5*»w 9 s tw-pkbe

[0 2] 01 fc^LfcWWI 9 attt-BSt«©»^Sr*

[0 3] -IWB^fcWSft^-^o-Wtr^i-H-T?

[04] -mmTm\z.&z?im.7!-9<o-m*7F-rm-?

[0 5] -H*»l»^««^97Sr*-rHT?*)5.
[0 6] —*Jt»«t«5^9 7Sr*+BI^*>5.
[0 7] -|Mltffi5^77^t0-efc5.
[0 8] -*K»*fc«S^?7fc*-t-EI-(?ifc5.

[0 9] -^#*fc«Sfi#tt

[010] 5^9 7 &*-*-0-C*> 5.

[011] -3^^*(£ffi5ft«N0i!i-ttM-M

[012] flL<ontt^tt^«snaRti9^T»i-piaiBo

[01]

[013] ttonwmdttssffitwo-ff&^t-H

[014] «KO|U6»«^«5afflfHi©-'W*i5^H

[015] flb©3iaii»*K:«5^9 7**i-H"t?*>5.

[016] ffi©ms»iitc«a^5 7*rgrt-Bn?is>*.

[017] «o*liJWiK:««^97«ri5^BI"T»a>*.
[018] ttoiijkmiKatsffinMQS-cti'H (*w

aifflW-w) <o-M«r^i-0-e*>5o

1

2

3

1 1

1 2

1 3

1 4

1 5

1 6

1 7

1 8

[02]

^4
...

3-^—1

16

17

18

i
— —g«

21 22

start

26

24

i

25

1

-a3

27

[04]

[03]

22^C) 2**)

A a»-i A M-« B A M-i A SM B A »i A «" R A....*" a m b

B «-3 A A R «" A R „
W-» A

!
ASL*— A _A A32±..A a«±_a

#1

U2

#3
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[05] ime]

21 a 229 23 B 24 B 22 0

• •
111 112

• •
211 22 a

• •
2*1 28-1

• •
241 24-1 ii-i /ki

•
11.1

#
24-8

•
18-«

•
M-3

# / JDr—

•
214

•
U-4

•
23.4

•
14-4

28 0 24 B

214 11-2,

[H7]
[081

[H9]

0 I

r^T© 1 = 1. nlcSQLT* LS CD 9 2

Ihile -fe#tt*<£7L-Ctr>*VMio
.9 3

<ZED
t^TO i ^ { i * 1. n ; bad-degree < i > > Oj&>^> L S ( i ) « 0) JCfcfLT

-9 4

C { f , m ( I ) )-bad-de*ree CD + axLTM ( t . m) ^Jft/McT 4> 0
~^ 9 5

i e { i - 1. n ; bad-degree < i ) > 0*>o 1,8 ( i ) - 0} * i 9 6

colorC i *) : m* < i *) 9 7

LS (i ) : -Rin-tabu-length 6^ bmax-tabu-] enRth iT©«^b-t 9 8

t-<tO i ^ { i = 1. n ; L S ( i } > 0> Icj^LT L S ( I ) ;-LS CD-I „ 9 9

LTM(i*. w*) : - IjTM ( i
*

, m *) + 1 - 1 0 0
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II 0] 1 1]

23(A) 2**) 24C*>

22-3 . 23-4 M-L 24-8

22-1 23-1.22-2 Si 3

mm an 22-1, 22-« aa-a 24-4

112]
[iai 3]

(——p>

2icn> 220k) 2SC*) 24010

#i 21-1/31-2 22-3 23-4 24-1/24-1

33 21-3 22-4 M-i/ai-a 24-3

» 21-4 a-vaw 23-3 24-4

_34
1 5]

1 4]

22C*> 236k) 24(*)

tl 22-2 23-4 24-1/24-2

« E3D 22-4 23-1/23-Z 34-3

93 23-3 34-4

02) *m


